University of Florida 2019-20 Promotion & Tenure Guidelines

Highlight Changes from 2018-19 Guidelines and Template

The following areas have been changed from the 2018-19 “Guidelines” and “Template”

Template (Anticipated release date, April 15th)

Academic Personnel Office Changed to Faculty Relations.

10. A summary table of course evaluations has been provided within the template.

10. GatorEvals tables have been added to the template when appropriate.

17 and 18. Clarification on inclusion of work prior to UF in specific cases.

18. Title changed to Sponsored Projects

18. Table modified to include anticipated total award. Data import switched from Peoplesoft financial to UFIRST/DSP history tables to capture more faculty roles.

The Distinguished Professor/Curator Award will not use the OPT System for the 2019-2020 year.

Guidelines

All dates changed to reflect new cycle

IV. guidance to the Department Chair for recognizing and identifying contributions to collaborative scholarship.

Appendix A revised for clarity of voting rights

The Distinguished Professor/Curator Award will not use the OPT System for the 2019-2020 year.